Cricket (BOYS)

POOL A POOL B

SMC Stallions  SMC Champs
IPS (Pharmacy)  JMDC
LNMC  FJDC
ALTAMASH LCMD
UMDC  IOBHM

FIXTURES

16th February’2016, Tuesday

Match 1 (9:00 am)
SMC Stallions VS IPS

Match 2 (9:50 am)
UMDC VS LNMC

Match 3 (10:40 am)
Altamash VS SMC Stallions
Match 4 (11:30 am)
IPS VS UMDC

Match 5 (12:20 pm)
LNMC VS Altamash

Match 6 (1:10 pm)
SMC Stallions VS UMDC

Match 7 (2:00 pm)
IPS VS LNMC

Match 8 (2:50 pm)
Altamash VS UMDC

Match 9 (3:40 pm)
SMC Stallions VS LNMC

Match 10 (4:30 pm)
IPS VS Altamash
**17th February’2016, Wednesday**

Match 1 (9:00 am)
SMC Champs VS IOBHM

Match 2 (9:50 am)
JMDC VS FJDC

Match 3 (10:40am)
SMC Champs VS LCMD

Match 4 (11:30 am)
IOBHM VS JMDC

Match 5 (12:20 pm)
FJDC VS LCMD

Match 6 (1:10 pm)
SMC Champs VS JMDC

Match 7 (2:00 pm)
LCMD VS IOBHM
Match 8 (2:50 pm)
FJDC VS SMC Champs

Match 9 (3:40 pm)
JMDC VS LCMD

Match 10 (4:30 pm)
IOBHM VS FJDC

**NOTE:**

- 2 Teams from each pool will proceed in Semi-Finals
- Each pool match will consists of 6 overs
- Semi-Finals and Final will be of 8 overs
- Decision of Umpire and Organizing committee will be Final
- Minimum of 4 Bowlers can be used in a match
- Only one player per team can use a Runner in a particular match
- If any team reports in ground after 15 minutes of match timings, opponent team will be awarded walkover strictly.